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Note

I
iHB occasion upon which the author developed the

. fundamental ideas pubhshed in this book was a

lecture delivered at the Club Maintcnant. He repeated it

privately in order to give the opponents of his te^hing

the opportunity to state their objections. Their various

interventions, and the author’s replies to them, appear

after the text of the lecture.
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Introduction

THOUGH the existential movement in France has had

J~%_ almost a popular success, it is much more than a

pacing fashion in ideas. It lias over a century of history

belund it, and is already entitled to rank as one of those

movements of revolt against over-systematisation in

philosophy which have occurred from time to time m
the course of Westetn thought, with corrective or

stimulating effect. And although existentialism is often

described as anti-historical, and m a sense it is, its advo-

cates show no lack of interest in their liistorical antece-

dents. The present translation of a lecture by Jcan-Paul

Sartre, followed by a discussion, may therefore be usefully

prefaced by a brief account of the school of thought

wlflSi It represents.

The first statement of the existential theme was made
when the great age of German philosophy had culmin-

ated in the Hegelian system of dialectic. That imposing

edifice of thought, which was to dominate the minds

and disorder the affairs of generations to come, provoked

a solitary Damsh philosopher, Soren Kierkegaard, to

vivid and voluminous contradiction. This remarkable

man, to whom all existential tliinkers acknowledge their

indebtedness, led a life that was almost as uneventful

externally as that of Oblomov, with an inward history

that was even richer in emotional drama, and of a pheno-

menal mteyectual activity. Never did a more troubled

' soul, or a more lucid and swift intelhgence, seek

enlightenment from the learned, only to reject it as

valueless. The case that he was contmually arguing
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against the great systematisers, original %s it was in pre-

sentation, sparkliAg with humour, ulnstration and

anecdote, was not so new as it wi's profound. He saw

that most philosophy is not even Wisdom after the event,

but only wisdom about wisdom and little to do with any

event. Neither the Kantian analysis of mind nor the

Hegelian evolution of thought and history was of*’any

help «vhen one came to the making of one of those

individual human decisions upon which the real course

of events depends—yes, and the development of thinking

too. It is only minor decisions, upon which nothing of
great importance hangs, that can proceed serenely from
such detached deliberation; the genuine, critical dilemmas

of the individual’s Hfe—and to Kierkegaard mdividuals

alone were real—^are not solved by mtellectual explora-

tion of die facts nor of the laws of thinking about them^.

Their resolutions emerge through conflicts and tumults

tn the soul, anxieties, agonies, perilous adventures oftiuth <

into unknown territories. The reality of every one’s

existence proceeds thus from the “inwardness” of man,
not from anything chat the mind can codify, for

objectified knowledge is always at one or more removes

from the truth, “^^uth.” said Kierkegaard, “is sub-

was in the subjective sphere, in the inward re-

lation of oneself to oneself and to the subjectivity of

others, that one became aware of God and of a relation

to Him. The idea of God still dominated most of the

speculative philosophy of the age of Enlightenment,

though it was depersonalised as the Absolute; of such

were the philosophies that ruled the academic teachmg*

of Kierkegaard’s tiqic and place. The philosophers

themselves were Christian, more often than not, some

6
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of them devoiiitlyi so. So were their contemporaries,

the great scientists; but the philosophers’ work, jike

theirs, did much to accelerate men’s flight from the God
of faith. By analysing Bemg into hierarchies of ideas

and series of categories, they acted as the great secularisers

of public thmking: they did, in a sense, objectify God as

thought. What was omitted from this development of

ideas was the real subject—man, in the total, unfatho2hable

inwardness of his bemg. Lookmg back upon that period

of thought in the light of its consequences, one can

scarcely deny that the protest of Kierkegaard had at least

the typical justification for a philosophic rebellion.

He spoke up for what was being neglected or ignored.

*^c^he literary works of this great writer are, in conse-

^quence, more theological than philosophical in the

usually accepted sense of the word, but Kierkegaard’s

talent for metaphysical discussion is undeniable. It is

expressed mostly upon the critical side, however; his posi-

tive contributions lie in the sphere of aesthetics, ethics,

and what may be called the psychology of the spirit.

Distrusting all mysticisrp as much as he dislikes abstract

philosophic theorising, Kierkegaard bases his position
upon,mdividuaIjtnaai)Ler.e ,and. now^ inaa la his .passion

and amdsfv; and much ofhis argument is founded openly

upon personal experience, includmg that of the erotic

crisis pf his life which was, externally, of an ordinary,

almost commonplace description. He writes of man
as a being with a passion for happiness—for an eternal

happiness—and if this would not actually have been his

defimtion o£man, it is the only kind ofman Kierkegaard

"writes for, or expects to understand him. Three resolu-

tions of the problem of passion* are explored hi his

writings—the aesthetic, the ethical and the religious

—
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is largely of existential origin. But so is the completely

secular philosophy of Heidegger, afid*his work is the'

principal source of contemporary French existentialism.

There are no signs, at present, that this ambiguity is

likely to be resolved, or tlrat the two mam streams may
not diverge still more widely, or branch into smaller

rivulets and ultimately soak away in the sands ofjnme.

Even if they did, however, the challenge of existentialism

to tKe religious, rationalistic and materialist philosophies

of our time would not therefore have been fruitless.

And in the immediate future, this movement of thought

is much more likely to grow than disintegrate.

Philosophical variations can never be wholly explained

by reference to surrounding social and historical condi-

tions, important as these are to the full understanding

of them, for ideas often spread across geographical

boundaries and periods of time; they germinate anew
wherever they find uidividuals with the mentality and

sensibility favourable to their growth. But there can

be no doubt that the social circumstances and the preva-

lent moods of defeated Germany—indeed of Central

Europe generally—in the 1920’s were fertile soil for

this seed of subjective absolutism. Extreme disillusion-

ment prevailed as to the political and social systems upon
which men had previously relied, and their discredit

extended to all the cults and systems ofobjective thinking

that had been associated with them. In such circumstances

men try to get back to the roots of their knowledge in

i
search of a more secure basis of life. They are ready to

question the authenticity of aU the beliefs, principles

and institutions they find around them, arfd much more
willing tlian in better times to seek for the truth in

subjective and psyc'hological spheres.
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The apprehension, of environmental insecurity, and

the searching Snalysis of its causes are very closely reFated

to the existential motive in the writings of Karl JaSpers,

a professor of plnlosophy at Heidelberg, one of the two
leading mmds in German existentialism. His Man in

the Modern Age is mainly a powerful indictment of the

progress of contemporary technological civilisatigm,

which he regards as a social disease; ever-growing

reliance upon objective criteria of thought havmg been

paid for by ever-deepemng ignorance of the real nature

of human existence. No less tragically than Spengler,

whose influence was at its height in Jaspers’ early prime,

he foresees a “decline of the west,’’ and to Jaspers the

fatality inherent m this culture is its effect upon the minds

of individuals; the surrounding world grows so dense

with objective and mechanistic systems of thought that

the will IS progressively stifled. The surrender of man’s

thiaking to rationalism and of his artifice to technics

have consequences wluch console man with the feelmg

that he is progressing, but make him neglect or deny

fundamental forces of his inner life which are then turned

hito forces of destruction. “The sclerosis of objectivity

is the annihilation of existence." Jaspers’ statement, that if

the logic of technical progress should lead to the destruc-

tion of human existence on earth there would now be

nothing to prevent it, seems more alarmingly probable

to-day than when he wrote it. He is a professed Catholic,

who sees no esettpe from the nemesis of our culture

except in man’s recognition that, although he can never

be other than a free being, he can also never be self-

sufficient; he IS free to open his life—but in anguish

—

to the influence of the living God, or in pride to deny

and repel Him. Thus Jaspers’ argument ciilmmates in a
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religious philosopliy, one wliicK is perhaps no more
and no less assimiiable to accepted Christian traditions

than that of Kierkegaard. But whereas Kierkegaard’s

premonitions of the doom of mechanised Christendom

are often startlingly accurate, they are intuitions that

pierce through the prosperous appearances of early

nineteenth century Europe to its nemesis in the future.

The Jate of Jaspers’ world is already overtaking it, and
the study of man’s secular conditions occupies a great

part of his work; much of his vindication of subjectivity

is a demonstration of the secular consequences of its

neglect.

But to Martin Heidegger, Jaspers’ contemporary

and a philosopher of Fribourg, there is nothing beyond
man mmsel£_that can solve the problem of man’s eim-

tence. Heidegger is a thmker ofhnportance, whose
permanent contribution to philosophy is considerable.

He is also the existentialist who stands out most chawcter-

istically in the intellectual tumult of shell-shocked

Europe, a man full of msights mto all the psychological,

psycho-analytic and speculative philosophies of his time,

familiar with all their burrowings into the sub-conscious

in search of a new philosopher’s stone. Many interesting

and important things these movements did bring to

light, including the data ofphenomenology; and Husserl,

the chief exponent of phenomenology, was a teacher of
Heidegger.

Phenomenology is a highly scientific branch of
psychology, not, like psycho-analysis, concerned with
the eflfective and emotive aspects of the mind, but based

upon the study, largely experimental, of fts perceptual

fatuities. An adequate description would be fax beyond
the scope of this introduction, but it may be useful to
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mention a very» simple fact of phenomenological impor-

tance. If we draw, for example, a Slack maltese cross

upon a white square, we can perceive

either the cross itself, or the spaces

between its limbs, as the statement that

is being made, but we cannot perceive

it both ways at once. In the latter

case—taking the black as ^l^aces

between—-we see the figure as a conventionalised four-

petalled flower in white upon a black ground. What
makes us perceive it as the one or the other? A gardener

would perhaps be more likely to see it as the flower, and

a military man as the cross. Perception depends upon
this pre-existent element of choice, which determines

the form m which we perceive not only all the varieties

of geometrical figures but every phenomenon of winch

we become aware. What is perceived is not the reflection

of ^mething objective which the mind duplicates

within itself; it is the result of that something and of
the mind’s percipient activity; and this again is a

function of some tension or tendency towards a certain

goal. (It is easy to see the relation of this to psycho-

analysis, the Adlerian much more than the Freudian.)

There is, therefore, no objectivity. Or if there is, it can

only reside in the knowledge of the possible forms of
percention, of all their relations and mterdependencies,

which may be reducible to certain basic formulae and

might represent, in sum, the knowledge of the perceiving

subject as a whole; of a transcendental knower, in and

by which (or whom) all our perceiving takes place.

This is, one gathers, the aim ofdie pure phenomenologists.

Their work, although it starts fnem descriptive data,

often provided by experiments, is clearly in the straight

13



Kantian tradition. But the perceptual elewacnt being set

in motion, as it were, by a dynamic or vitalistic notion

of it, and balanced eternally on this edge of “choice,”

this very abstract tradition of speculative thought is

now carried on by Heidegger into the study of passionate
humanity m our turbulent world—rather to the dis-

pleasure of his master Husserl.

HeJQegger knows, as did Kierkegaard, the mtensity

of man’s anxiety to feel and know that he exists, and that

tliis is the root of all his anxieties. If—as phenomenology
demonstrates—we do not know objects, nor do we know
ourselves the subjects, if we know only phenomena.

which are the transitory and contingent products of the

inter-action of these two “unknowns”—then, to be

bom into this hfe is to find oneself pitched into

the drift of phenomena, “abandoned,”
—

“responsible”

for our existence and yet ever more clearly realising
j

to our “anguish” that the whole is meaningless.i In the I

remedy proposed by Heidegger, there is a somewhat I

Nietzschean flavour. The only hope for man lies in his

full realisation and acceptance of the truth ‘that these

things are not otherwise but thus.’ And although his

personal fate is simply to perish, he can triumph over it

by inventing “purposes,” “projects,” wliich will them-
selves confer meaning both upon liimself and upon
the world of objects—all meanmgless otherwise a^d in

themselves. There is indeed no reason why a man should

do this, and he gets nothing by it except the authentic

knowledge that he exists; hut tlicft precisely is his great,

his transcendent need and desire. Not manyrare capable

thus of authenticating their existence: the great majority

J- All these words, with"^ these or closely related meanings, recur

in the present lecture ofM, Sartre.
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teassure ihemselres by tliinking as little as possible of tlisir

approaching deaths and by worsliipping idols such, as

humanity, science, or some objective divinity.

This pitiless atheism, relieved by a tenuous thread

of heroism, is canomcal doctrine to the French

existentialists of the school of Sartre. But there are other

prot%onists of existentialism in that country, among
them the plnlosopher and dramatist Gabriel Mjacel,

whose arrival at the existential position was completed

by his conversion to the Roman Catholic communion.
Marcel owes more to Nietzsche than to Heidegger,

much of course directly to Kierkegaard and most of
all to his own French philosophic tradition. And the

stream of existentialism m France has been swollen from

a number of tributaries arismg from more distant sources

such names as Chestov, Berdiaieff and even Kafka, tc

name no more, often recur in existentialist literature,

as those of writers who have had the same or similar

insights mto the present crisis and the menace it presents

to subjective existence. This variety of testimonies,

whilst it confirms existentialism as a spontaneous move-
ment m contemporaryEuropean thought^ do^eTIe^s tHan

not^ing~to~clari^Tts poEncal and religious ambiguitiesT

'^But its very indetermmism m this respect is what has'

enabled existentialism to provide a forum and a language

in whjch various religious, seculai idealist and anti-

religious advocates can and do meet to discuss human
problems of primary importance and common concern.

The performance of this function, which is made
possible by fhe intense personalism of the existential

method, justifies M. Sartre in defending this philosophy

as humamst. Actually, it is as much a reform as a form

of humanism. To the originators of that tradition matt
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was born “good” or at least was ethically neutral until

corrupt philosoph/ and inequitable institutions perverted

his will—a conception that is untenable since the epoch

of psycho-analysis and unthinkable m terms derived

through Kierkegaard, Niet2sche and Heidegger. The
humanism ofthe contemporary existentialists is decidedly

disillusioned and of a profound ethical tension 'not

least «in the case of M, Sartre whose ethic of action

is the Kantian one of universal validity insofar as the

agent can estimate it. But M. Sartre’s working criterion

of the unethical is very near to the reUgious description

of sin. Unethical action, he says, is always characterised

by that contradiction of the self by itself which he calls

mauvaise Joi?- At this point secular idealism and religious

tradition have been, at least for tlie moment, brought

into close accord by the analytic psychologists also

—

in their perception that nothing in man is so individual

(in the sense of isolation) as his feehng of guilt.

But if what is most subjective is thus what is in

general, also most secret, how does existential philos-

ophy obtain its essential material? It is by the provision

of this material for its studies that existenti^ism has

becomea practical philosophy for thqfost time in France;

not so much in die sense that groups of nuhviduals in

1 Mauvaise foi is one of the cardinal concepts in Sartrean existen-

nalism, vety precisely illustrated elsewhere in M. Sartre’s works by
concrete instances. I have nearly always translated it as “self-decep-

rion,” which seems preferable to the literal rendering of the words
and slightly closer to their meaning.

Another important Sartrean concept

—

engagement~is here trans-

lated as “commitment” for the similar reason that the French word
used by the author conveys a shade of meaning different from that

ofour word “engagement*'; the existentialism engagement is essentially

unilateral.
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France try to Jive by its light, tliough that is said to b« the

case, but because the French are aii artistic people, able

to provide material in fictional form. A doctrme resting

upon individual subjectivity whose existence is prior

to its essence, needs descriptions of such subjectivities

to substantiate its theme; and except so far as the existen-

tial* subject himself suppHes these—^as Kierkegaard does,

and Marcel and others to some degree—they cast only

be competently substituted by the intuition of artists.

Art IS, indeed, a fundamental concern of Kierkegaard,

who thought that any man who was not either reHgious

or an artist must be a fool: though how fir Kierkegaard

would have been willing to trust artists to supply reliable

accounts of human subjective happenings is anotlier

matter. But such intuitive and imaginative accounts,

whatever their reliability, are bemg abundantly provided

ill France, and Jaave made possible the sudden and wide

diffusion of existential knowledge—at the least of its

terms and categories—m otherwise unhkely quarters.

French existentialism is substantially due to the work
of literary artists and M. Sartre’s own exposition of it

is inseparable from his enunent contribution to letters

as a novelist.

No one can yet prophesy the outcome or ultimate

value of such a movement. The vigorous opposition

it has provoked, some of which is of philosophical and

critical value, is one of the signs of its vitaUtv : and one

has only to begin to trace its origins and observe reactions

to it, to realise -how deeply it is rooted in the recent

[

cultural history of Europe, not-ilojpention_i^ conscious

affijuties with movemen ts' much further baejt which

were hi^y creative m effect. Jhi the discussion that

follows the present lecture, the discerning reader will

17



notiqp that several recent disturbances inWestern thinking

—the„ impacts of inSletermmism upon science, of the

analytic method, upon psychology, of scepticism upon

historicity, phenomenology upon philosophy—are all

brought to focus m this most radical and retJistic wav
of thinking. Neither its compete modernity nor its

r^rescnta'tive character can be doubted, and its futiTre

is vievjed with concern, hopeful or otherwise, by some
at least who have discerning eyes for the movements
that matter.

Much of it, though not all, could easily peter out in

vulgarisation—not only m the French, but the less respect-

able English sense of the word. And there is an inherent

reason why decision on this point can hardly be long

delayed. A pliUosophy in which “choice,” in the sense

of a crisis of the subjectivity, plays a dominant role, is a

philosophy of conversion. Essentially considered its

subjectivity may be pure and unalloyed, but viewed

externally the protagonists are evangeliks for something,

and conversions happening under their influence must

have an objective side or they are not even existential.

This could, mdeed, he a cause of spurious adherents

whose existentiahsm might be mstrumental to designs

of more concretely proselytising character. But that

would be only a compheation of the problem which is

a very real one, and even genuine existentialism seems

unlikely to solve it. Indeed, it is probably insoluble.

The “conversional” tendency in M. Sartre’s lecture is

towards a political activity which in the eyes of most
others—such as his mterlocutor, M. NaviUe, fpr instance
—^would be incompatible with the essential value in

the doctrine he holds. To him freedom is the value of all

values. It is as a pliilosopher of freedom dhat f^lTSaftre’s



contribution t® existentialism is most brilliant and does

'most honour to the enlightened tradifions of his country:

but he has not yet worked out for luinself the political

implications of a philosophy of absolute freedom. Nor
does he seem yet to have developed their subjective

consequences cither as deeply or as far as Kierkegaard,

stiUlcss beyond him. If he did this it may be, as Professor

Saurat observed, that the pliilosoplnc necessities inherent

in his fundamental premise would carry him towards

a theistic position. It is at least evident that he is raising

precisely the questions which so many of this age arc

anxious, in the name ofdogmatic scientism, to suppress.

PHILIP MAIRET
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My purpose here is to ofJer'a defence of existentialism

against several reproaches that have been laid

against it.
'

?irst, It has been reproached as an invitation to people

to dwell in gmetism-of despair . For if every way to a

solution is barred, one would have to regard any action

m this world as entirely ineffective, and one would
arrive finally at a contemplative philosophy. Moreover,

since contemplation is a luxury, this would be only

another bourgeois philosophy. This is, especially, the

reproach made by the Communisms. -

From another quarter we are reproached for having

underlmed all that is ignommious in the human situation,

for depicting what is mean, sordid or base to the neglect

ofcertain things that'possess charm and beauty and belong

to the brighter side of human nature: for example,

according to the Catholic critic, Mile. Mcrcier, wc forget

how an mfant smiles. Bodi from tliis side and from the

other we are also reproached fox leaving out of account

the solidarity of mankind and considei mg man in isola-

tion. And tins, say the Communists, is because we base

our doctrine upon pure subjectivity—upon the Cartesian

“I think”; whicli is the moment m which sohtary man
attams to himself; a position from which it is impossible

to regam solidarity with other men who exist outside

of the self. The ego^ cannot reach them through the

cogito. •

From the Christian side, we are reproached as people

who deny the reaUty and seriousness of human affairs.

33



For since we ignore the commandments of God and all

vafues prescribed eternal, nothmg remains but what

is strictly voluntary. Everyone can do what he jikes,

and will be incapable, from such a point of view, of

condemning either the point of view or the action of

anyone else.

It is to these various reproaches that I shall endeayout

to rgply to-day; that is why I have entitled this brief^

exposition “Existentialism and Elumanisnn” Many may
be surprised at the mention of humanism in this con-

nection, but we shall try to see in what sense we under-

stand it. In any case, we can begin by saying that exist-

entialism, in our sense of the word, is a doctrine that does

render human life possible; a doctrine, also, which affirms

that every truth and every action imply both an environ-

ment and a human subjeaiyity. The essential charge laid

against us is, of course, that of over-emphasis upon the

evil side of human hfe. I have lately been told of a lady

who, whenever she lets slip a vulgar expression in a

moment of nervousness, excuses herself by exclaiming,

“I believe I am becommg an existentialist.” So it appears

that ugliness is being identified with existentialism.

That is why some people say we are “naturalistic,” and if

we are, it is strange to see how much we scandalise and

horrify them, for no one seems to be much frightened or

humiliated nowadays by what is properly called natural-

ism, Those who can quite well keep down a novel by

Zola such as La Terre are sickened as soon as they read an

existentialist novel. Those who appeal to the wisdom of

the people—which is a sad wisdom—^find ours sadder

stih. And yet, what could be more disillusioned than

such sayings as “Charity begins at home” or “Promote

a rogue and he’ll sue you for damage, knock him ^wn
24 !



and. he’ll do yyu homage”?^ We all know how many
common sayings can be quoted to effect, and tfley

all mean much the same—that you must not oppose’ the

powets-tliat-be; that you must not fight against superior

force; must not meddle in matters that are above your
station. Or that any action not in accordance with some
tradition is mere romanticism; or that any undertaking

k which has not the support of proven experience isfore-
doomed to firustration; and that since experience has

shown men to be invariably inclined to evil, there must
be firm rules to restrain them, otherwise we shall have

anarchy. It is, however, the people who are forever

mouthing these dismal proverbs and, whenever they are

told of some more or less repulsive action, say “How
like human nature!”—it is these very people, always

harping upon realism, who complain that existentialism

is too gloomy a view of things. Indeed their excessive

protests make me suspect that what is annoying them
is not so much our pessimism, but, much more likely, our

optimism. For at bottom, what is alarming in the doctrine

that I am about to try to explain to you is—is it not?

—

that it confronts man with a possibility of choice. To
verify this, let us review the whole question upon the

strictly philosophic level. What, then, is this that we call

existentialism?

Most of those who are making use of this word would
be highly confused if required to explain its meaning.

For since it has become fashionable, people cheerfully

declare that this musician or that painter is “existen-

tiahst.” A columnist m Claries signs himself “The
Existentialist,” and, indeed, the word is now so loosely

applied to so many things that it no longer means
^ Oignez vikin il vous pkindra, poignez vilain il ecus oindra.
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anything at all. It would appear that, jpv the lack of

any novel doctriner such as that of surrealism, all those

who are eager to join in the latest scandal or movement
now seize upon this pliilosophy in which, however,

they can find nothing to their purpose. For in truth this

is of all teachings the least scandalous and the most

,

austere; it is intended strictly for technicians and pfcdo-

sophgrs. All the same, jt can easily be defined.

The question is only complicated because there are

two kinds of existentiahsts. There are, on the one hand,

the Christians, amongst whom I shall name Jaspers

and Gabriel Marcel, both professed Catholics; and on

the other the existential atheistsTamongst whom we must

place Heidegger as well as the French existentialists

and myself What they have m common is simply the

fact that they believe that existence comes before essence—
_or,Jfyou wiU, that we musrFe^'ffom the subjective.

_What exactly dp we mean by that?"
^

If one considers an article of manufacture—as, for

example, a book or a paper-knife—one sees that it has

been made by an artisan who had a conception of it;

and he has paid attention, equally, to the conception

of a paper-knife and to the pre-existent teclinique ofpro-

duction which is a part of that conception and is, at

bottom, a formula. Thus the paper-knife is at the same
time an article producible in a certain manner and one

which, on the other hand, serves a definite purpose, for

one cannot suppose that a man would produce a paper-

knife without knowing what it was for. Let us say, then,

of the paper-knife that its^essence—that is to say the sum
of the formulae and the qualities winch made its produc-

tion and its definition possible—;;^rece(des its existence.

The presence of such-and-such a paper-knife dr bookIs
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thus determin^ before iny eyes. Here, then, we are view-

ing the world from a technical stand.point, and we c^
say that _groo[uction precedes existence.

When we thinjc or God as the creator, we are thinkiAg

of him, most of the time, as a supernal artisan. Wh^*^-

ever doctrme we may be considering, whether it be a

doctrine like that of Descartes, or of Leibmtz himself

we always imply that the will follows, more or lcss,^roin.

the understandmg or at least accompanies it, so that when
God creates he knows precisely what he is creating. Thus,

The conception dfman in the rnind of GodTsliomparabk

to that omhe paper-knife in the mind of the artisan: God
makes man according to a procedure and a coiiceptic^n,

exactly as the artisan manufactures a paper-knife, follow-

ing a definition and a formula. Thus each individual

man is the realisation ofa certain conception which dwells

in the divine understandmg. In the philosophic atheism (

ofthe eighteenth century, the notion ofGod is suppressed,
*

but not, for all that, the idea that essence is prior to

existence; something, ofthat idea we still find everywhere,

in Diderot, m Voltaire and even in Kant. Man possesses

a human nature; that “human nature,” wliich is the con-

ception of human being, is foimd in every man; which

means tliat each man is a particular example of Jui

universal conception, die conception of Man. In Kant,

this universality goes so far that the wild man of the

woods, man in the state of nature and the bourgeois

are all contained in the same defimtion and have the

same fundamental qualities. Here again, the esseAce

ofman precedes that historic existence winch we confront

m experience""

Atheistic existentialism, ofwhich I am a representative,

declares tvith greater consistency that if God does A-Ot
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exist there is at least one being whose ^stence comes
before its essence, a- being which exists before it can be
defined by any conception of it. That being is man or,

as Heidegger has it, the human reality. What do we mean
by saying that existence precedes essence? We mean
hat man first-xar exists, cncoimters hnnseifirsurges

ip in '&t world-—^^ defines himself afterwards. If

nan^s the existentiahst sees mm is not definable, it is«

Decause to begin with he is nothing. He will not be

mything until later, and then he wiU be what he makes
of himself. Thus, there is no human nature, because

here is no God to have a conception of it. Man simply is.

Not that he is Timp^TwIStne conceives himself to be,

but he IS what he wills, and as he conceives himself

after already existing—as he wills to be after that leap

towards existence. Man is nothing else but that which

he makes oflumself. That is the first principle of exdsten-

tialism. And this is i^at people caint^‘‘subi^ti^ty,’’

usmg the word ^ a reproach against us. But wnat do
we mean to say by tliis, but that man is of a greater

digmty than a stone or a table? For We mean to say that

man primarily exists—that man is, before all else,

something which propels itself towards a future atid is

aware that it is doing so. Man is, indeed, a project which
possesses a subjective fife, instead ofbeing a kind ofmoss,"

or a fungus or -a caiiliflower. Before that projection

of the self nothing exists; not even in the heaven of
intelligence; man will only attain existence when he is

what he purposes to be. Not, however, what he may
wish to be. For what we usually understand by wishing

or willing is a conscious decision taken—^much more
often than not—^after we have made ourselves what we
are. I may wish to join a party, to write a book or to
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marry—^but m*such a case wbat is usually called my jvill

is probably a manifestation of a prior and more spon-

taneous decision. If. however, it is true that existence

is prior to esseiKC, ^an is responsible'^F'whSTie is.

I

"rimsTtheSrst efSctoTeiastentmism is' that it putsew^
man in possession ofhimselfas he is, and places the entire

resf^nsibility for his existence squarely upon his own
shoulders. And, when we' say that man is responsible'

forTumself, we do not mean that he is responsible only

for his own individuahtv. but that he is responsible

I
for all m^. The word “subjectivism** is to be under-
stood in two senses.'‘^i3rour adversariesplay upon mily

one of them. Subjectivism means, on the one-hand, the

freedom of the individual subject and, on the, other.

/that min caniTot pass beyond. ..human subjectiyi^.

^t is thrlatfer "which is the deeper meaning of existential-

isml^hen we say that man chooses himself, we do mean
that every one ot us must choose himsdt; but by that

we also mean that in choosmg for himself he chooses

for all men. For in effect, of all the actions a man may
*taKe lii order to create himself as he wills to be, there is

not one which is not creative, at the same time, of an

image of man such as he believes he ought to be. To
choose between this or that « at the same time to afSrm

the value ofthat which is chosen; forwe are unable ever to

choose the worse, ^hat we choose is always the better^

and nothing can be better for u5'~m^SiJLis-betteii^^

“aU. if, moreover, existence precedes essence and we
will to exist at the same tune as we fashion our image,

that image js valid for all and for the entire epoch in

which we find ourselves. Our responsibility is thus

much greater than we had supppsed, for it concerns

mankind as a whole. If I am a worker, for instance, I
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may choose to join, a Christian rather thai^ a Communist
tra4,e union. And if, by that member.ship, I choose to

signify that resignation is, after all, the attitude that

best becomes a man, that man’s kingdom is not upon
this earth, I do not commit myself alone to that view.

Resignation is my wdl for everyone, and my action is,

in consequence, a commitment on behalf of all mankind.

Or W, to take a more personal case, I decide to marry

«

and to have children, even though tins decision proceeds

simply from my situation, from my passion or my
desire, I am thereby committing not only myself, but

humanity as a whole, to the practice of monogamy.
I am thus responsible for myself and for all men, and I

am creating a certain image of man as I would have

him to be. In fashioning myself I fashion man.
^

This may enablelis'tt)' tmdCTStahd’wlSriis meant by,;

such terms—perhaps a little grandiloquent—as anguish,?*

abandonment and despair. As you will soon see, it is

very simple. First, what do we mean by anguish? The
existentialist frankly states that man is in anguish. His

meaning is as follows

—

When a man~conimits him^If to

anything, fully realismg that he i^ not only choosing
what he~wiirbe7~buc iTtliSeby at the same time a legis-

Tatbr deciding for the vdiole of mankmd—^in such a

rholnenta-maJi cani^Fescape~firorntire sense of ramplete

land protbund'responsmSi^. There are many,~urdeS,
v^osKownuo sucHTiuixiety. But we afErm that tSey ate

merely disguising their anguish or are in flight from it.

Certamly, many people think that in what* they are

doing they commit no one but themselves p anything:

and if you ask them, “What would happen if everyone

did so?” they shrug tl},eir shoulders and reply, “Everyone

does not do so.” But in truth, one ought dways to ask
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oneself what ^ould happen if everyone did as oi^e is

doing; nor can one escape from thai disturbing thought

except by a kind of self-deception. The man who lies

in self-excuse, by saying “Everyone will not do it”

must be ill at ease in his conscience, for the act of lying

implies the universal value which it denies. By its very

disguise his anguish reveals itself. This is the anguish

that Kierkegaard called “the anguish of Abral:¥im.”

You know the story: An angel commanded Abraham
to sacrifice his son; and obedience was obligatory, if it

really was an angel who had appeared and said, “Thou,

Abraham, shalt sacrifice thy son.” But anyone in such

a case would wonder, first, whether it was indeed an

angel and secondly, whether I am really Abraham.
Where are the proofs? A certain mad woman who
suffered from hallucinations said that people were tele-

phoning to her, and giving her orders. The doctor asked,

“But who is it that speaks to you?” She replied: “He
says it is God.” And what, indeed, could prove to her

that it was God? If an angel appears to me, w’^hat is the

proof that it is an angel; or, if I hear voices, who can

prove that they proceed from heaven and not from hell,

or &om my own subconsciousness or some pathological

condition? Who can prove that they are really addressed

to me?
Who, then, can prove that I am the proper person to

impose, by my own choice, my conception of man
upon mankind? I shall never find any proof whatever;

there wiU be no sign to convince me of it. If a voice

speaks to me, it is stdl I myselfwho must decide whether

die voice is or is not that of an angel. If I regard a certain

course of action as good, it is onl^ I who choose to say

that it is good and not bad; There is nothing to show
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that I am Abraliam: nevertheless I also rfim obliged at

eve^ instant to perform actions wliich are examples.

Everything happens to every man as though the whole

human race had its eyes fixed upon what he is doing

and regulated its conduct accordingly. So every man
ought to say, “Am I really a man who has the right to

act in such a manner that humanity regulates itself by
whafcl do.” If a man does not say tliat, he is dissembling ,

his anguish. Clearly, the anguish witli which we are

concerned here is not one that could lead to quietism

or hiaction. It is anguish pure and simple, of the kind

well known to all those who have borne responsibiUties.

When, for instance, a mditary leader takes upon himself

the responsibility for an attack and sends a number of

men to their death, he chooses to do it and at bottom

he alone chooses. No doubt he acts under a higher

command, but its orders, which are more general,

require interpretation by him and upon tlut inter-

pretation depends the life of ten, fourteen or twenty men.

In making the decision, he cannot but feel a certain

anguish. All leaders know that anguish. It does not

prevent their acting, on the contrary it is the very

condition of their action, for' the action presupposes

that there is a plurality of possibilities, and in choosing

one of these, they realise that it has value only because

it is chosen. Now it is anguish ofthat kind which existen-

tialism describes, and moreover, as we shall see, “nakes

explicit through direct responsibiUty towards other men
who are concerned. Far feom being a screen which could

separate us fi:om action, it is a condition of action

itself.

And when we speak of “abandonment”—

a

favourite

word of Heidegger—^we only mean to say that God
^1—i ••I

, .i um.w w ii
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does not exist,^i4 th^ it is necessary to draw tKe con-

TeqQHlfiBs^tjf^tts alisence right to thq end. The^ existen-

tialist is strongly opposed to a certain type of secular

moralism wliich seeks to suppress God at the least

possible expense. Towards 1880, when the French

professors endeavoured to formulate a secular morality,

they*said sometliing like this;—God is a useless and costly j

•hypothesis, so wc wl do withountirHoi^verril^̂ l^
(

to Kai^~

m

orality, a society and a law-abiding world./

itiressentin*3i5 certain values should be taken seriously; 1

they must have an ^ priori existence ascribed to them.

It must be considered obligatory a priori to be honest,

not to he, not to beat one’s wife, to bring up children

and so forth; so we are going to do a httle work on this

subject, which wiU enable us to show that these values

exist all the same, inscribed in an mteUigible heaven

although, of course, there is no God,. In other words

—

and this is, I believe, the purporFofS that we in France

call radicalism—nothing^’^ill be changed ifGod does not

exist; we shall re-discover the same norms of honesty,

progress and humanity, and we shall have disposed of
God as an out-of-date hypothesis which wiU die away
quietly of itself. The existentialist, on the contrary, finds

it extremely embarrassing that God does not exist,

for there disappears with Him all possibility of finding

values in an intelligible heaven. There can no longer be

any good ^ priori, smee there is no infinite and perfect

consciousness to think it. It is nowhere wnt^en that

“the good” exists, that one must be honest or must not

he, since we are now upon the plane where there ate

only men. Dostoievsky once wrote
“
If God did not

exist, everything would bejiermitted”; and diatT for

SSteSHalmnristHeltatti^ point. Everything is indeed
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permitted if God does not exist, and njan is in conse-

quence forlorn, fo^ he cannot find anything to depend

"

upon either within or outside himself. He discovers

forthwith, that he is without excuse. For if indeed

existence precedes essence, one wiU never be _able to

Sj^Mn one’s action by referenceTb a given and specific

human nature; m other words, there is no determini»m

—

mau.,is iree-jnan is freedom. Nor, on the other hand, ii^

God does not exist, axe we provided with any values

or cbtnmahds Ihw" could legitimise our behaviour.

Thus we have neither behind us, nor before us in a

luminous realm of values, any means of justification

or excuse. We are left alone, without excuse. That is

what I mean when I say that man is condemned to be

fr^. Condemned, because he did not ^createTuniself^

'‘yet is nevertheless at liberty, and from the moment
that he is throwruinto this world he is responsible for

evcrySmTg he does. The mostentiSi^T does not beHeve

in the p^cr~ofpassion. He will never regard a grand

passion as a destructive torrent upon which a man is

swept into certain actions as by fate, and which, therefore,

is an excuse for them. He thinks that man is responsible

for his passion. Neither will an existentialist think that

a man can find help through some sign being vouch-

safed upon earth for his orientation: for he thinks that

the man himself interprets the sign as he chooses. He
thinks that every man, without any support dr help

whatever, is condemned at every instant to invent man.

(

As Ponge has written in a very fine article, “Man is the

.fixture of laanJ-^That is exactly true. Only, S' dnetook
this to mean that the future is laid up in Heaven, that God
knows what it is, it would be false, for then it would
no longer even be a future. If, however, it means that,
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whatever manutnay now appear to be, there is a future

to be fashioned, a virgin future digf awaits liim—then

it is a true saying. But m the present one is forsaken,

1 As an example by which you may the better under-

1

stand this state of abandonment, I will refer to the case

of a pupd of mine, who sought me out m the following

circamstances. His father was quarrelling with his mother
*and was also inchned to be a “collaborator”; his .glder

brother Irad been killed m the German offensive of 1940

and this young man, with a sentiment somewhat prmii-

tive but generous, burned to avenge him. His mother
was living alone with him, deeply affheted by the semi-

treason of his father and by the death of her eldest son,

and her one consolation was in this young man. But he,

ktthis moment, had the choice between gomg to England

to join the Free French Forces or of staymg near his

mother and helping her to live. He fuUy realised that this

woman lived only for him and that his disappearance

—

or perhaps his death—^would plunge her into despair.

He also reahsed that, concretely and in faa, every action

he performed on his mother’s behalf would be sure of

effect in the sense ofaiding her to live, where as anydiing

he did in order to go and fight would be an ambiguous

action which might vanish like water into sand and serve

no purpose. For instance, to set out for England he would
have to wait indefinitely in a Spanish camp on the way
through Spain; or, on arriving in England or in Algiers

he might be put into an office to fill up forms. Conse^-

quently, hq found himself confronted by two very

different rtiodes of action; the one concrete, immediate,

but directed towards only one individual; and the other

an action addressed to an end infinitely greater, a national

collectivity, but for that very reason ambiguous—and it
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might be frustrated on the way. At th^ same time, he
^

was hesitating betw,eentwo kinds of morality; on the one

side the mordity of sympathy, of personal devotion and,

on the other side, a morahty of wider scope but ofmore
debatable validity. He had to choose between tliose two.

WJiartrcould help him to choose? Could the Christian

'-doctrine? No. Cmristian doctrine says: Act with charity,

love your neighbour, deny yourself for others, choose^

the way which is hardest, and so forth. But which is

the harder road? To whom does one owe the more
brotherly love, the patriot or the mother? Which is the

more useful aim, the gei^fal one of fighting in and for

the whole community,'^r the precise aim of helping

one particular person to live? Who can give an answer

to that h priori? No one. Nor is it given in any ethical

scripture. The Kantian ethic saysf^Never regard another

as a means, but always as an ^d. Very well; if I remain

with my mother, I shall be regarding her as the end and

not as a means: but by the same token I am in danger

of treating as means those who are fighting on my
behalf; and the converse is also true, that if I go to the aid

of the combatants I shall be treatmg them as th^end at

the risk of treating my mother as a means. /
^ values are uncertain, if they are still too abstract

to determine the particular, concrete case under consider-

ation, nothing remaim but to trust in our instincts.

That is what this young man tried to do; and when I

saw him he said, “In the end, it is feeling that counts;

the direction in which it is really pushing me is the one I

ought to choose. If I feel that I love my mo^er enough
to sacrifice everything else for her—my will to be

avenged, all my longings for action and adventure

—

then 1 stay with her. If, on the contrary, I feel that my
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love for her is«»not enough, I go.” But how does one
’estimate the strength of a feeling?,The value ofliis

feeling for his mother was determined precisely by the

fact that he was standing by her. I may say that I love

a certain friend enough to sacrifice such or such a sum
of money for him, but I cannot prove that unless I have
done»it. I may say, “I love my mother enough to remam

-iwith her,” if actually I have remained with her. I can «wily

estimate the strength of this affection if I have performed

an action by which it is defined and ratifipdr But if I

then appeal to this affection to justify pi'y^ction, I find

myselfdrawn into a vicious circle.

Moreover, as Gide has very well said, a sentiment

which is play-acting and one which is vital are two things

that are hardly distinguishable one from another. To
decide that I love my mother by staying beside her,

and to play a comedy the upshot of which is that I do

so—these are nearly the same thing. In other words,

feeling is formed by the deeds that one does; therefore

I cannot consult it as a guide to action. And that is to say

that I can neither seek within myself for an authentic

impulse to action, nor can I expect, from some ethic,

formulae that wiU enable me to act. You may say that the

youth did, at least, go to a professor to ask for advice.

But if you seek counsel—fironi a priest, for example

—

you have selected that priest; and at bottom you already

knew, “more or Jess, what he would advise. In other

words, to choose an adviser is nevertheless to commit
oneself by that choice. If you are a Christian, you will

say, Consultji priest; but there are collaborationists, priests

who are resisters and priests who wait for the tide to

turn: which will you choose? Had this young man chosen

a priest of the resistance, or one of the collaboration,
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he^would have decided beforehand therkind of advice

he ,was to receive. Similarly, in coming to me, he

knew what advice I should give him, and I had but

one reply to make. You arc free, therefore choose

—

that is to say, invent. No rule of general moraUty can

show you what you ought' to do: no signs are vouch-

safed in this world. The'Catholics will reply, “Olf, but

they are!” "Very well; still, it is I myself, m every case?*

who have to interpret the signs. Wliilst I was imprisoned,

I made the acquaintance of a somewhat remarkable

man, a Jesuit, who had become a member of that order

in the following manner. In his life he had suffered

a succession of rather severe setbacks. His father had

died when he was a clnld, leaving him in poverty, and

he had been awarded a free scholarship in a religious

institution, where he had been made continually to feel

tliat he was accepted for charity’s sake, and, in conse-

quence, he had been denied several of those distinctions

and honours which gratify children. Later, about the

age of eighteen, he came to grief in a sentimental affair;

and finally, at twenty-two—this was a trifle in itself,

but it was the last drop that overflowed his cup'—he

failed in his military examination. This young man, then,

could regard himself as a total failure: it was a sign

—

but a sign of what? He might have taken refuge m
bitterness or despair. But he took it

—^very cleverly for

him^—as a sign that he was not mtended for secular

successes, and that only the attamments of religion, those

of sanctity and of faith, were accessible to him. He
interpreted his record as a message from God^and became
a member of the Order. 'Who can doubt but that this

decision as to the mqanmg of the sign was his, and his

alone? One coidd have drawn quite different conclusions
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from such a ser^s of reverses—as, for example, that he

had better become a carpenter or-^ a revolutionary.

For the decipherment of the sign., however, he bears

the entire responsibility. That is what “abandonment”
implies, that we ourselves decide our being. And with

th^s abandonment goes anguish.

^s'*for “despair,” the meanmg of this expression is

^tremely simple. It merely means that we limit ourseWes

to a reliance upon that which is within our wills, or within

the sum of the probabilities which render our action

feasible. Whenever one wills anytlnng, there are always

these elements of probability. If I am counting upon a

visit from a friend, who may be coming by train or by

tram, I presuppose that the train will arrive at the appomted

time, or that the tram will not be derailed. I remam in

the realm of possibilities; but one does not rely upon

any possibilities beyond tl^ose that are strictly concerned

in one’s action. Beyond the point at which the possibilities

under consideration cease to affect my action, I ought to

disinterest myself. For there is no God and no prevenient

design, which can adapt the world and all its possibilities

to my wdl. When Descartes said, “Conquer yourself

rather than the world,” what he meant was, at bottom,

the same—that we should act without hope.

Marxists, to whom I have said this, have answered:

“Your action is hmited, obviously, by your death;

but you'ean rely upon the help of others. That is, you can

coimt both upon what the others are doing to help you

elsewhere, as in Cliina and in Russia, and upon what they

will do late^ after your death, to take up your action

and carry it forward to its final accomplisliment which

will be the revolution. Moreover you must rely upon
this; not to do so is immoral.” To this I rejoin, first,
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that I shall always cotint upon my C(?)mrades“in-arms

in the struggle, in,so far as they are comr^ttcd, as I am,
to a definite, common cause; and in the unity of a

party or a group which I can more or less control

—

that is, in which I am enrolled as a mihtant and whose
movements at every moment are known to me. In

that respect, to rely upon the unity and the will ®f the

pasty is exactly like my reckoning that the train will rui^

to time or that the tram will not be derailed. But I

cannot count upon men whom I do not know, I cannot

base my confidence upon human goodness or upon
man’s interest in the good of society, seeing that man is

free and that there is no human nature which I can take

as foundational. I do not know whither the Russian

revolution wiU lead. I can admire it and take it as an

example m so far as it is evident, to-day, that the prolet-

ariat plays a part m Russia which it has attained m no
other nation. But I cannot affirm that this wiU necessarily

lead to the triumph of the proletariat: I must confine

myself to wlut I can see. Nor can I be sure that comrades-

in-arms will take up my work after my death and carry

it to the maximum perfection, seeing that those men are

&ee agents and wUl freely decide, to-morrow, what man
is then to be. To-morrow, after my death, some men
may decide to establish Fascism, and the others may be

so cowardly or so slack as to let them do so. If so.

Fascism wiU then be the truth of man, and so much the

worse for us. In reaUty, things will be such as men have

decided they shall be. Does that mean that I should

abandon myself to quietism? No. First I ought to

commit myselfand then act my commitment, accordmg

to the time-honoured formula that “one need not.hope

in order to undertake one’s work.” Nor does this mean
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tliat I sho^d, ^ot telong to a party, but only that

'I should be without illusion and that I should 'Ho

what I can. For instance, if I ask myself “Will the social

ideal as such, ever become a reality?” I cannot tell, I

only know that whatever may be m my power to make
it so, I shall do; beyond that, I can coimt upon nothmg. -

Qiiietism is the attitude of people who say, “let others

4o what I cannot do.” The doctriiae I am presenjjng

before you is precisely the opposite of this, since it declares

that there is no reality except m action. It goes furtlier,

indeed, and adds, “Man is nothmg else but what he

purposes, he exists only in so far as he realises himself,

he is therefore nothing else but the sum of his actions,

nothing else but what his hfe is.” Hence we can well

understand why some people are horrified by our

teaching. For many have but one resource to sustain

them in their misery, and that is to think, “Circumstances

have been against me, I was worthy to be something

much better than I have been. I admit I have never had

a great love or a great friendship; but that is because I

never met a man or a woman who were worthy of it;

if I have not written any very good books, it is because I

had not the leisure to do so; or, if I have had no children

to whom I could devote myself it is because I did not

find the man I could have lived with. So there remains

within me a wide range of abilities, inchnations and
potentialities, unused but perfectly viable, which endow
me with a worthiness that could never be inferred from

the mere history of my actions.” But in reality and for

the existentialist, there is no love apart from the deeds

of love; no*potentiality of love other than that which is

manifested in loving; there is no genius other than that

which is expressed in works of art! The genius of Proust
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is the totality ofthe works ofProust; the genids ofRacine

is fhe series of hij;, tragedies, outside of wljich there is

nothing. Why should we attribute to Racine the capacity

to write yet another tragedy when that is precisely

what he did not write? In life, a man commits himself,

draws his own portrait and there is notlung but that

portrait. No doubt this thought may seem comfortless

to fine who has not made a success of his life. On the oth«^

hand, it puts everyone in a position to understand that

reality alone is rehable; that dreams, expectations and
hopes serve to define a man only as deceptive dreams,

abortive hopes, expectations unfulfilled; that is to say,

they define him negatively, not positively. Nevertheless,

when one says, “You are nothmg else but what you live,”

it does not imply that an artist is to be judged solely

by his works of art, for a thousand other things contri-

bute no less to his definition as a man. What we mean to

say is that a man is no other than a scries of undertakings,

that he is the sum, the organisation, the set of relations

that constitute these undertakings.

In the light of aU this, what people reproach us with

is not, after all, our pessimism, but the sternness of our

optimism. If people condemn our works of fiction,

in which we describe characters that are base, weak,

cowardly and sometimes even frankly evil, it is not only

because those characters are base, weak, cowardly or

evil. For suppose that, like Zola, we showed *that the

behaviour of these characters was caused by their here-

dity, or by the action of their environment upon them,

or by determming factors, psychic or org^c. People

would be reassured, they would say, “You see, that is

what we are hke, no one cah do anything about it.”

But the existentialist," when he portrays a coward, shows
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him as responsible for his cowardice. He is not like t];iat

on account of a cowardly heart or kmgs or cerebrum,

he has not become like that through his physiological

organism; he is like that because he has made himself

mto a coward by his actions. There is no such thing as a

cowardly temperament. There are nervous tempera-

men®; there is what is called impoverished blood,

•*nd there are also rich temperaments. But the man
whose blood is poor is not a coward for all that, for

what produces cowardice is the act of giving up
or giving way; and a temperament is not an action.

.A coward is defined by the deed that he has done. What
people feel obscurely, and with horror, is that the coward
as wc present him is guilty of being a coward. Wliat

1 people would prefer would be to be bom either a coward
or a hero. One of the charges most often laid against the

Chemins de la Liherte is somethmg like this
—

“But, after

all, these people being so base, how can you make them
into heroes?” Tliat objection is really rather comic, for it

implies that people are bom heroes: and that is, at bottom,

what such people would like to think. If you are bom
cowards, you can be quite content, you can do nothing

about it and you will be cowards all your lives whatever

you do; and if you are bom heroes you can again be

quite content; you will be heroes all your lives, eating

and drinking heroically. Whereas the existentialist

sayj^ tlxat the coward makes himself cowardly, the hero

makes himself heroic; and that there is always a possibility

for the coward to give up cowardice and, for the hero

to stop hen^ra.hero. Wliat counts is the total commit-
ment, and it is not by a particular case or particular

action that you are committed altogether.

We have now, I thilxk, dealt witli a certain number of
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the reproaches against existentialism. Yfiu have seen that

it cannot be regarded as a philosophy of quietism since"

it "defines man by his action; nor as a pessimistic descrip-

tion of man, for no doctrine is more optimistic, the

destiny of man is placed within himself. Nor is it an

attempt to discourage man trom action smce it tells

him that there is nq_hope except in liis actipn, and that

thf one thing which permits him to have life is the deed.

Upon this level therefore, what we are considering is an

ethic of action and self-commitment. However, we are

still reproached, upon these few data, for confining man
within his individual subjectivity. There again people

badly misunderstand us.

Our point of departure is, indeed, the subjectivity

ofthe individual; and that for strictly philosophic reasons.

It is not because we are bourgeois, but because we seek

to base out teaching upon the truth, and not upon a

collection of fine theories, full of hope but lacking real

foundations. And at the point of departiure tliere cannot

b6 any other truth than this, / think, therefore I am, which

is the absolute truth of consciousness as it attains to

itself. Every theory which begins with man, outside of

this moment ofself-attainment, is a theory which thereby

suppresses the truth, for outside of the Cartesian cogito,

all objects are no niore than probable, and any doctrine

of probabilities which is not attached to a truth will

crumble into nothing. In order to define the probable

one must possess the true. Before there can be any truth

whatever, then, there must be an absolute truth, and there

is such a truth which is simple, easily attained and within

the reach of everybody; it consists in one's immediate

sense of one’s self.

In the second plate, this theory alone is compatible
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.•with the dignity of man, it is the only one which dees

not make man into an object. All kinds of materialism

lead one to treat every man including oneself as an object

—that is, as a set of pre-determined reactions, in no way
different firom the patterm of qualities and phenomena
which constitute a table, or a chair or a stone. Our aiiA

is precisely to establish the human kingdom as a pattern

tSi values in distinction from the material world. But
the subjectivity which we thus postulate as the standard

of truth is no narrowly mdividim subjectivism, for as we
have demonstrated, it is not only one’s own self that one
discovers in the cogito^ but those ofothers too. Contrary to

the philosophyofDescartes, contrary to that ofKant, when,
we say “I think” we are attaining to ourselves in the

presence ofthe other, andwe arejust as certain ofthe other

as we are of ourselves. Thus the man who discovers

himself directly in the cogito also discovers all the others,

and discovers them as the condition of his own existence.

recognises that he„ cannot be anything (in the sense

in which one says one is spiritual, or that one is wicked
or jealous) luiless others recognise him as such. I cannot

obtain an'y truth whatsoever about myself, except

through the mediation of another. The other is indispen-

sable to my existence, and equally so to any knowledge
I can have ofmyself. Under these conditions, the intimate

discovery of myself is at the same time the revelation of
the other as a fireedom which confronts mine, and which
cannot think or will without doing so either for or against

me. Thus, at once, we find ourselves in a world which is,

let us say, that of “inter-subjectivity.” It is in this world

that man has to decide -yrhat he is and -what others are.

furthermore, although itiTIinpqssible to find in each

and every man a universal essence that can be called
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hupian nature, there is nevertheless a htnSian universality,

of condition. It is not by Chance that the thinkers ofto-day

are so much more ready to speak of the condition than of

the nature of man. By lus condition they understand,

with more or less clarity, all the limitations which h

priori define man’s fundamental situationm the universe.

His historical situations are variable; man may be bbm a

slafe in a pagan society, or may be a feudal baron, cc-

a proletarian. But wliat never vary are the necessities

of being in the world, of having to labour and to

die there. These limitations are neither subjective nor

objective, or rather there is both a subjective and an

objective aspect of them. Objective, because we meet

with them everywhere and they are everywhere recognis-

able; and subjective because they are lived and are nothing

if man does not live them—^if,'that is to say, he does not

freely determine himself and his existence in relation to

them. And, diverse though man’s purposes may be, at

least none of them is wholly foreign to me, since every

human purpose presents itself as an attempt either to

surpass these limitations, or to widen them, or else to

deny or to accommodate oneself to them. Consequently

every purpose, however individual it may be, is of

universal value. Every purpose, even tliat of a Chinese,

an Indian or a Negro, can be understood by a European.

To say it can be understood, means that the European

of 1945 may be striving out ofa certam situation towards

the same hmitations in the same way, and that he may
re-conceive in himself the purpose of the Chinese,

of the Indian or the African. In every..mirpose there is

universality, in this sense that every purpose is compre-

hensible to every m^. Not that this or that purpose

defines man for ever, but that I't may be entertained
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again and agam?There is always some way ofimdersta2.d-

ing an idiot, .a child, a primitive naan or a foreigner

if one has sufficient information. In this sense we may say

that there is a human umversakty, but it is not something *

piven; it is being perpetually made. I nuke this umversahty

m choosing myself; I also make it by understanding

the purpose of any other man, of whatever epoch,

^his absoluteness of the act of choice does not alter'the

relativity of each epoch.
‘ “'What is at the very heart and centre of existentialism,

is the absolute character of the free commitment, by
wliich every man realises himself in realising a type of

humamty—a commitment always understandable, to

no matter whom in no matter what epoch—and its

bearing upon the relativity of the cultural pattern which

may result from such absolute commitment. One must

observe equally the relativity of Cartesiamsm and the

absolute character of the Cartesian commitment. In this

sense you may say, ifyou like, tliat every one ofus makes

the absolute by breatliing, by eating, by sleeping or by
behaving in any fashion whatsoever, There is no
difference between free being—being as self-committal,

as existence choosing its essence—and absolute being.

And there is no difference whatever between being as an
absolute, temporarily localised—that is, localised in history

—^and universally intelligible being.

This does not completely refute the charge of subjectiv-

ism. Indeed that objection appears in several other forms,

of which the first is as follows. People say to us, "Then
it does not^iatter what you do,” and they say this in

various ways. First they tax us with anarchy, then they

say, “You cannot judge others, foi; there is no reason for

preferrmg one purpose to another”; finally, they may say
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“Eyerytiung being merely voluntary ifl this choice of,

yovtrs, you give away with one hand what you pretend

to gain with the other.” These three are not very serious

objections. As to the first, to say that it nutters not what
you choose is not correct. In one sense choice is possible,

but what is not possible is not to choose. I can always

choose, but I must Imow that if I do not choose, that is

stiffa choice. This, altliough it may appear merely formadf

is of greaTimportance as a limit to l&ntasy and caprice.

For, when I confront a real situation—for example,

that I am a sexual being, able to have relations with a

being of the other sex and able to have children— am
obliged to choose my attitude to it, and in every respect

I bear the responsibility of the choice which, in commit-
ting nwself, also commits the whole of hununity.

Even if my choice is determined by no ^ priori value

whatever, it can have nothmg to do with caprice: and

if anyone thinks that this is only Gide’s theory of the

acte gratuit over again, he has faded to see the enormous
difference between this theory and that of Gide. Gide

does not know what a situation is, his “act” is one of

pure caprice. In our view, on the contrary, man finds

himself in an organised situation in which he is himself

inyolyedi-his choice involves mankmd in its entiretyi

and he cannot avoid choosing. Either he must remain

single, or he must marry without having children, or-

he must marry and have children. In any case, and

whichever he may choose, it is impossible for him, in

respect of this situation, not to take complete responsi-

bility. Doubtless he chooses without reference to any

pre-established values, but it is unjust to tax him with

caprice. Rather let u^t say that the moral choice is com-
parable to the construction of a work of art.
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But kere I trfust at once digress to make it quite clear

that we are not propounding an aesthetic morahty,vfor

our adversaries are disingenuous enough to reproach

us even with that. I mention the work of art only by
way ofcomparison. That being understood, does anyone
reproach an artist when he paints a picture for not

fo IdVing rules estabhshed h prion? Does one ever ask

*what is the picture that he ought to paint? As everj’one

knows, there is no pre-defined picture for him to make;
the artist appUes himself to the composition of a picture,

and the picture that ought to be made is precisely that

which he will have made. As everyone knows, there are

no aesthetic values ^ priori, but there are values which will

appear in due course in the coherence of the picture, in

the relation between the will to create and the finished

work. No one can tell what the painting of to-morrow
will be like; one cannot judge a paintmg until it is done.

What has that to do widi morality? We are in the same

creative situation. We tjever speak of a work of art

as irresponsible; when we are discussing a canvas by
Picasso, we understand very well that the composition

became what it is at the time when he was painting it,

and that his works are part and parcel of his entire life.

It is the same upon the plane or morahty. There is this

in common between art and morality, that in both

we haye to do with creation and invention. We cannot

decide h priori what it is that should be done. I think it

was made sufficiently clear to you in the case of that

student who came to see me, that to whatever ethical

system he» might appeal, the Kantian or any other,

he could find no sort of guidance whatever; he was

obhged to invent the law for himself. Certainly we cannot

say that this man, in choosing to remain with his mother
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—that is, in taking sentiment, personal devotion and
.

concrete charity as, his moral foundations—would be

making an irresponsible choice, nor could we do so if

he preferred the sacrifice of going away to England.

Man makes himself; he is not found ready-made; he

makes himself by the choice of his morahty, and he

cannot but choose a morahty, such is the pressure of

circ^imstances upon him. We define man only in'ielationr

to his comimtments; it is therefore absurd to reproach

us for irresponsibility in our choice.

In the second place, people say to us, “You are unable

to judge others.” This is true hi one sense and false in

another. It is true in this sense, that whenever a man
chooses his purpose and his commitment ui all clearness

and in all sincerity, whatever that purpose may be it is

impossible to prefer another for him. It is true in the sense

that we do not beUeve in progress. Progress imphes

amelioration; but man is always the same, facing a

situation which is always changhig, and choice remains

always a choice m the situation. Tne moral problem has

not changed since the time when it was a choice between

slavery and anti-slavery'—from the time of the war of

Secession, for •example, until the presefmS&ment when
one chooses between the M.R.P,i and tlie Communists.

We can judge, nevertheless, for, as I have said, one

chooses in view of others, and in view of others one

chooses himself. One can judge, first—and perhaps this

is not a judgment of value, but it is a logical judgment

—

that in certain cases choice is founded upon an error,

and in others upon the truth. One can judg^i^a man by
saymg that he deceives himself. Since we have defined

the situation of man^ as one of free choice, without

1 Mouvement R6pubUcain Populaire.
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excuse au^ wMioiit Kelp, any man who takes refuge

behind the excuse of liis passions, or^by inventurg s<Jme

deterministic doctrme, is a self-deceiver. One may object:

“But why should he not choose to deceive himself?"

I reply that it is not for me to judge him morally, but

I-^fine his self-deception as an error. Here one cannot

avoid pronouncmg a judgment of truth. The self-

-deception is evidently a falsehood, because it is a dis-

simulation of man’s complete liberty of comrmtment.
Upon this same level, I say that it is also a self-deception

if I choose to declare that certam values are mcumbcnt
upon me; I am in contradiction with myself if I will

these values and at the same time say that they impose

themselves upon me. If anyone says to me, “And what
if I wish to deceive myself?" I answer, “There is no
reason why you should not, but I declare that you are

domg so, and that the attitude of strict consistency alone

is that of good faith. Furthermore, I can pronounce a

moral judgment. Fdr I declare that freedom, in respect

of concrete circumstances, can have no other end and

aim but itself; and when once a man has seen tliat

values depend upon himself, in that state offorsakenness
he can wilf only one thing, and that is freedom as the

foundation of all values. That does not mean that he wills

iTm the alBstfacfiTrsimply means that the actions of,

men of good faith have, as their ultimate significance,

the quest of freedom itself as such. A man who belongs

to some communist or revolutionary society wills

certain concrete ends, which imply the will to freedom,

but tlut fi;gedom is willed m community. We will free-

dom for freedom’s sake, and in and through particular

circumstances. And in thus willm^ freedom, we discover

that it depends entirely upon the freedom of others and
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dbajthe freedom of others depends ifpon our own.
OBwusTy.'^eedon? as the definition of a man does not

depend upon others, but as soon as there is a commitment,

I am obliged to will the Hberty of others at the same time

as mine. I cannot make hberty my aim unless I make
13uT of others equally my aim. Consequently, when I

recognise, as entirely authentic, that man is a being 'vJhose

existence precedes his essence, and that he is a firee beings

who cannot, in any circumstances, but will his freedom,

at the same time I realise that I cannot not will the

freedom of others. Thus, in the name of that wiU to

fireedom which is impHed m freedom itself, I can form
judgments upon those who seek to hide fiom themselves

the wholly voluntary nature of their existence and its

complete fieedom. Those who hide firom this total

fireedom, in a guise of solemnity or with deterministic

excuses, | shall call coygirds. Others, who try to show
that their existence Is necSsary, when it is merely an

accident of the appearance of the human race on earth,

— shall call scum. But neither cowards nor scum can

be identified except upon the plane of strict authenticity.

Thus, although me content of morality is variable, a

certain form of this morality is universal. Kant declared

that faedom is a will both to itself and to tkc feedoin

of others Agreed: buThilEinks that the formal and the

univer^ suffice for the constitution of a morality. We
think, on the contrary, that principles that are too

abstract break down when we come to defining action. -

To take once again the case of that student; by what
authority, in the name of what golden rule of morality,

do you think he could have decided, in perfect peace

of mind, either to abandon his mother or to remain

with her ? There axe no means ofjudging. The content
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is always* cottcrete, aiid therefore unpredictahle; it

has always tg be invented. The one thing that co^|nts,

is to know whether the invention is made in the name
offreedom.

Let us, for example, examine the tjvo following cases,

and yon will see how far they are similar in spite oftheir

diffeeence. Let us take The Mill on the Floss. We find

Jiere a certain young woman, Maggie Tuhiver, whp is

an incarnation of the value of passion and is aware of it.

She is in love with a young man, Stephen, who is

engaged to another, an insignificant young woman.
This Maggie Tolliver, instead of heedlessly seeking her

own happiness, chooses in tlie name of human sohdarity

to sacrifice herself and to give up the man she loves.

On the other hand, La Sanseverina in Stendhal’s Char-

treuse de Parme, believing that it is passion which endows

man with his real value, would have declared that a

grand passion justifies its sacrifices, and must be pre-

ferred to the banahty of such conjugal love as would
unite Stephen to the httle goose he was engaged to marry.

It is the latter that she would have chosen to sacrifice

in realising her own happiness, and, as Stendhal shows,

she would also sacrifice herselfupon the plane of passion

if life made that demand upon her. Here we are facing

two clearly opposed moralities; but I claim that they are

equivalent, seeing that in both cases the overruling aim

is freedom. You can imagine two attitudes exactly

similar in effect, m tliat one girl niight prefer, in re-

signation, to give up her lover whilst the other preferred,

in fulfilment ofsexual desire, to ignore the prior engage-

ment of 5ie man she loved; and, extemaUy, these two
cases might appear the same as the two we have just

cited, while being in fact entirely different. The attitude
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o£ La Sanseverina is mucK nearer to that 'of Maggie
TuIJiver than to one of careless greed. Thus, you see, the

second objection is at once true and false. One can choose

anything, but only rf it is upon the plane of free

commitment.

The third obj'ection, stated by saying, “You take with

one hand what you give with the other,” means, at

bot^om, “your values are not serious, shice you choose,

them yourselves.” To that I can only^y'tEaFram’Very

sorfytKatht should be so, but if I have excluded God the

Father, there must be somebody to invent values. We
have to take things as they are. And moreover, to say

that we invent values means neither more nor less

than tins; that there is no sense ui life a priori. Life is

nothing until it is lived; but it is yours to make sense of,

and the value of it is nothing else but the sense that you
choose. Therefore, you can see that there is a possibility

of creating a human community. I have been reproached

for suggesting that existentialism is a form ofhumanism:

people have said to me, “But you have written in your

Nausei that the humanists are wrong, you have even

ridiculed a certam type of humanism, why do you now
go back upon that?” In reality, the word humanism
has two very different meanings. One may understand

by humanism a theory whicli upholds man as the end-

in-itself and as the supreme' value.’ Humanism in tins

sense appears, for instance, m Cocteau’s story Round
the World in 8o Hours, in which one of the characters

declares, because he is flying over mountains in an

aeroplane, “Man is magnificent!” This signifies that

although I, personally, have not built aeroplanes I have

the benefit of those particular inventions and that I

personally, being a man, can consider myself responsible
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for, and Ifonomred by, acliievements that arq peailjar

to some men. It is to Aasuijrc that we can Mcribe”-vi^ne"'

to man according to the most distinguished deeds of
certain men. That kmd of humanism is absurd, for only

the dog or the horse would be in a position to pronounce

a general judgment upon man and declare that he is

mag»ificent, wliich they have never been such fools as

tp do—at least, not as far as I know. But neither it

admissible that a man should pronounce judgment upon
Man. Existentialism dispenses with any judgment
of this sort; an existentialist will never take man as the

end, smce man is still to be determined. And we have
no right to believe that humanity is something to which
we could set up a cult, after the manner of Auguste

Comte. The cult of humanity ends in Comuan
humanism, shut-in upon itself, and—this must be said

—

in Fascism. We do not want a humanism hke that.

But there is another sense of the word, of which the

fundamental meanmg is tliis; Man is all the time outside

of himself: it is in projecting and losing himself beyond
himself tliat he makes man to exist; and, on the other

hand, it is by pursumg transcendent aims tliat he himself

is able to exist. Since man is thus selfmfpassmg, and can

grasp oEects only in relation to his self-surpassing, he
is himself the heart and centre of his transcendence.

TEuSe is no oIEer umverse except tlieliuman universe^

the universe of human subjectivity. This relation of

transcendence as constitutive of man (not in the sense

that God is transcendent, but in the sense of self-surpass-

ing) with subjectivity (m such a sense that man is noti

shut up in. Inmself but forever present in a human'

universe)—it is thus that we call existential humanism;

This is humanism, because we refhind man that there js

.
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no legislator but himself; that he himnelf, fthus aban,-

do^d, must decide for himself; also because we show"

that it is not by tirming back upon himself, hut always

by seekhig, beyond himself, an aim which is one of

liberation or of some particular realisation, that man
can realise himself as trmy human.
You can see from these few reflections that nothing

conld be more unjust than the objections people rai^e

against us. ExistentiaHsm is nothing else but ^ attempt

to draw the full conclusions from a consi^ntly atheistic

position. Its intention is not in the iSsFtKat* of plunging

men into despair. And if by despair one means—as

the Christians do—any attitude of unbelief, the despair

of the existentialists is something different. Existentialism

is not atheist in the sense that it would exhaust itself

in demonstrations of the non-existence of God. It

declares, rather, that even ifGod existed that would make
no difference from its point of view. Not that we believe

God does exist, but we think that the real problem is not

,

that of His existence; what man needs is to find himself
again and to understand that nothing can save him fromj

himself, not even a vaUd proof of the existence of God.l

In this sense existentialism is optimistic, it is a doctrine

of action, and it is only by selfrdeception, by confusing

their own despair with ours that Ch^tians can describe

us as without hope.
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Discussion

Questioner

I
DO not know whether this attempt to make yourself undeistood

•wUl make you better understood, or less so; but I think that

ilhe explanation in Aclion will only make people nusunderstand’you

more. The words "despair” and “abandonment” have a much wider
resonance in an existential context. And it seems to me that despair

or anguish means, to you, something more fundamental than the

responsibility of the man who feels he is alone and has to make
decisions. It is a state of consciousness of the human predicament

which does not arise all the time. That one is choosing whom one
is to be, is admitted, but anguish and despair do not appear con-
currently

M. Sartre

Obviously I do not mean that whenever I choose between a

millefeuille and a chocolate dclair, I choose in anguish. Anguish is

constant in this sense-—that my original choice is something con-

stant, Indeed, this anguish is, in my view, the complete absence of
justitication at the same time as one is icsponsihi'c in regard to

everyone.

Questioner

I was alluding to the point of view of die explanation published

in Action, in which it seemed to me that your own point of view
was somewhat weakened.

M. Sartre

Frankly it is possible that my themes have been rather weakened

in Actipn. ICwoftcn happens that people who come and put questions

to me are not qualified to do so. I am then presented with two
altemadves, that of refusing to answer or that of accepting discussion

upon the level of popularisation. I have chosen the latter because,
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after all, when one expounds theories in a class «if phiJfisophy one

consCjits to some weakening of an idea ui order to make it under-

stood, and It is not such a bad thing to do. If one has a theory of

commitment one must commit oneself to see it jjirough. Ifm tiuth

existential philosophy is above all a philosophy which says that

existence precedes essence, it must be lived to be really sincere;

and to live as an cxistenaalist is to consent to pay for this teaching,

not to put it mto books If you want this philosophy to be indeed a

commitment, you have to render some account of it to people who
discuss it upon the political or the moral plane.

You reproach me for using the word “humanism.” I do so because

that IS how the problem presents itself. One must either keep the

docteme strictly to the philosophic plane and rely upon chance for

any action upon it, or else, seeing that people demand sometlung

else, and since its mtention is to be a commitment, one must consent

to its popularisation—provided one does not thereby distort it.

Questioner

Those who want to understand you will rmdeistand, and those

who do not want to will not understand you.

M. Sartre

You seem to conceive the part played by philosophy in this

civilisation in a sense that has been outmoded by events. Until

recently philosophers were attacked only by other philosophers.

The public understood nothing of it and cared less. Now, however,

they have made philosophy come right down into the market-place,

Marx himself never ceased to popularise his thought, The manifesto

is the popularisation of an idea

Questioner

The original choice of Marx was a revolutionary one.

M. Sartre

He must be a cunning fellow indeed who can say whether Marx
chose himself first as a revdlutionary and then as a philosopher, or
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fint as a pUJlosofilicr and as a revolutionary afterwards. He is both

a philosopher and a revolutionavy—that is a whole. To say tlfat he

chose himself first as a revolutionary—what does chat mean ?

Questioner

The Communist Manifesto does not look to me like a popularisation;

it is -a weapon of war. I cannot beheve that it was not an act of

^commitment.

As soon as Marx concluded that the revolution was necessary,

his first action was his Communist Manifesto, which was a political

action. The Communist Manifesto is the bond between the philosophy

ofMarx and Communism. Whatever may be the morality you hold,

one can feel no such close logical comiection between that morality

and your philosophy as there is between the Communist Manifesto

and Marx’s pliilosophy.

M. Sartre

We are dealing with a morality of freedom. So long as there is

no contradiction between that morality and our philosophy, nothing

more is required. Types of commitment differ from one epoch to

another. In oiie epoch, in which to commit oneself was to make
revolution, one had to write the Manifesto. In such an epoch as ours,

in which there arc various parties, each advertising itself as the

revolution, commitment does not consist in joining one of them,

blit in seeking to clarify the conception, in order to define the

situation and at tlie same time to try to influence the different revolu-

tionary parties.

M. Naville

The question one must ask oneself, arising from the point of

view that you have just indicated, is tbs: Will not your doctrine

present itself, in die period now begirmmg, as the resurrection

of radical-socialism? This may seem fantastic, but it is the way
in wbch dhe must now frame the question. You place yourself,

by the way, at all sorts of points of view; but if one looks for die

actual pomt of convergence, to wbch |J1 these points of view and

aspects of existenrial thought are tendbg, I have the impression that
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it turns out to be a kind of i esurrection ofliberalismfYouf philosophy

seeks*»to revive, in the quite peculiar conditions which ate out

present historical conditions, what is essential in radical-socialism,

in liheial humanism. What gives it its distinctiije character, is tlie

fact that the social crisis of the world has gone too far for the old

liberalism, it puts liberahsm to torture, to anguish. I helieve that one

could find several rather profound reasons for this evaluation, even

if one kept within your own terms. It follows from the present

exposition, that existentialism presents itself as a form of humanism

and of a philosophy of freedom, which is at bottom a pre-commit-

ment, and that is a purpose undefined. You put in the forefront,

as do many others, the dignity ofman, the enunent value of person-

ality. These are themes which, all things considered, are not so far

from, those of the old liberahsm. To justify them, you make distinc-

tion between two meanmgs of “the condition ofman” and between

two meanings of several terms which are in common use. The
significance of these terms has, however, a whole history, and their

equivocal character is not the result of chance. To rescue tliem, you
would invent new meanmgs for them I will pass over all the special

questions of philosophic technique which this raises, interesting

and important as they arc; and, confining myself to the terms that

I have just heard, I will fasten upon the fundamental pomt which

shows that, m spite of your distinction between two meanings of

humanism, the ineanmg that you hold is, after all, die old one.

Man presents himself as a choice to be made. Very well. He is,

first and foremost, his existence at the present instant, and he stands

outside of natural determinism. He is not defined by anydling prior

to himself, but by his present functioning as an mdividual. There is

no human nature superior to him, but a specific existence is given

to him at a given moment. I ask myself whedier “existence” taken

m this sense is not anodier form of the concept of human nature

which, for historical reasons, is appearmg in a novel guise. Is it not
very similar—more so than it looks at first sight—to human nature

as It was defined m the eighteenth century, the conception which
you say you repudiate? For this reappears in and very largely underlies

the expression “the condition of man” as it is used in existentialism.

Your conception of the human condition is a substitute for human
nature, just as you substituteJived experience for common cxpenence
or scientific experiment.
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If we cQiisidc^t human conditions as conditions defined by X,
which IS the X of the subject, and not by the natural cnviroiijtnent,

not by positivc'dctcrnunonts, one is coiisiJefing human nature finder

another form. It is a nature-condition, if you like, which is not

to say that it is cfcfinable simply as an abstract type of nature; it

IS revealed in ways much more difficult to formulate for reasons

which, in my view, arc htstotical. In diese days, human nature is

exprrvsing itself in a social framework that is undergoing a general

disintegration, of social orders and social classes, in conflicts diat cut

‘across tliem, and in a stirrmg-together of all races and naSons.

The notion of a uniform and schematic human nature cannot now
be presented with the same character of generality nor take on the

same aspect of universality as m the eighteenth century, an epoch

when It appeared to be definable upon a basis ofcontmuous progress.

In these days we are concerned with an expression ofhuman nature

which both thoughtful and simple people call the condition of man.

Their presentation of this is vague, chaotic and generally of an aspect

dial is, so to speak, dramatic; imposed by the circumstances. And,

ill so far as they do not want to go beyond the general expresfion

of that condition into a deterministic enquiry into what the effective

conditions are, they maintain the type and the scheme of an abstract

(expression, analogous to that of human nature.

This existentialism does dkpend upon a notion of the nature of

man, but this time it is not a nature that has pride in itself, but one

that is fearful, uncertain and forlorn. And, indeed, when the existen-

tialist speaks of the dandition of tnan, he is speakmg of a condition

in which he is not yet really committed to what existentialism calls

E
urposes—and which is, consequently, a pre-condition. We have

ere a pre-engagement, not a comimtment, not even a real condition.

It is not by accident, tlien, that this "condition of man" is defined

primarily by its general, humanist character. In the past, when one

spoke ofhuman nature, one was tiiinking ofsomething more limited

than if one were speakmg of a condition m general. For nature—
that is already something else: in a sense it is something more than a

condition. Human nature is not a modality in the sense that the

condition of man is a modaUty For that reason it would be better,

in my view, to speak of naturalism than ofhumanism. In naturahsm

there is an implication of reaUties mote general than are imphed

in humanism—at least, in the sense iif which you take the term
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‘humanism’—we are dealing witn reality itself. A%to hiyn.an natiue,

the discussion of it needs to be widened: for the historical point of

vievAmust also be considered. The primary reality iif that of nature,

ofwhich human reality is only one function But for that, one must

admit the truth of history, and the existentialist will not, as a rule,

admit (he truth of human history any more than that of natural

history in general Nevertheless, it is history which makes individuals;

it is because of their actual history, from the moment whet^dley

are^nceived, that they arc neither born nor do they live in a world

wh^ provides an abstract condition for diem. Because of their*

history they appear m a world of-which they themselves have always

been part and parcel, by which they are conditioned and to tlie

conditions of which they contribute, even as the mother conditions

her child and the child also conditions her from the beginnmg of its

gestation,"It is only from this pome of view that we have any right

to speak of the condition of man as of a primary reality. One ought

rather to say that the primary reality is a natural condition and not

a human condition These are merely current and common opmions

that I am repeating, but in no way -whatever that I can sec does the

existential argument refute them. After all, if it is certam that there

is no human nature in the abstract, no essence ofman apart from or

anterior to Ins existence, it is also certain that there is no human
condition in general—not even if you mean by condition a certain

set of concrete circumstances or situations, for in your view these

are not articulated. In any case, upon this subject Marxism has a

different idea, that of nature withm man and man within nature,

which 15 not necessarily defined from an individual point of

view.

This means that there arc laws of the functionmg of man, as of

every other object of science, which constitute, in die full sense of

the word, his nature That nature is variable, it is true, but bears

little resemblance to a phenomenology—that is, to any perception

of it that is felt, empincal, or lived, or Such as is given by common
sense or rather by the assumed common sense of the philosophers.

Thus understood, the conception ofhuman nature as the men of the

eighteenth century had it, was undoubtedly much nearw to that of
Marx than is its existential substitute, “the condition of man”—

•

which is a pure phenomenology of his situation.

In these days, unfortunately, humanism is a word employed to
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identify phiJosopliic tendencies, n^t only in two senses but in three,

four, five, oi six. We are all huniauisrs to-day, even certain Marxists,

Those who reveal themselves as classic.il rationalists are huiflanists

m a sense that has gone sour on us, derived from tile liberal ideas

of the last century, a liberalism refracted throughout the contem-

porary crisis. If Marxists can claim to be humanists, the various

religions, Christian, Hindu and many others, also claim above alt

that^ey are humanist; so do the existentialists in their turn and,

in a general way, all the phdosophies. Actually, many political

'movements protest no less diat they are humanist. What af this

amounts to is a kind of attempt to re-instate a philosophy which, for

all Its claims, refuses m the last resort to commit itself, not only from
the political or social standpoint, but also m the deeper philosophic

sense. When Christiamty claims to be humanist before all else, it is

because it refuses to commit itself, because it cannot—that is, it

cannot side with the progressive forces m the conflict, because it is

holding on to reactionary positions in face of the revolution. When
the pseudo-Marxists or the liberals place the rights of the personality

above everytlung, it is because they recoil before the exigehcies

of the present world situation. Just so die existentialist, like the

liberal, puts in a claim for man in general because he cannot manage

to formulate such a position as the events require, and die only

progressive posinon that is known is that of Marxism. Marxism
alone states the real problems of the age.

It is not true that a man has freedom of choice, in the sense that

by that choice be confers upon his activity a meaning it would not

otherwise have. It is not enough to say diat men can strive for

freedom without knowing chat they strive for it—or, if We give

the fullest meaning to that recognition, it means that men can engage

in the struggle for a cause which over-rules them, which is to say

that thej can act within a frame greater than themselves, and not

merely act out of themselves. For in the end, if a man strives for

freedom without knowing it, without bemg able to say precisely

how or to what end he is striving, what does that signify? That his

actions are going to bring about a succession ofconsequences weaving

themselves'into a whole network of causality of which he cannot

grasp all the effects, but which, all the same, round off his action and

endow it with a meaning, m function with the activity of others

—

and not only diat of other men, but ’of the natural environment
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ill winch those men act. But, from your point erf' vieifr, the choice

is a fre-choice—I come back again to that prefix, for I thuik you still

interpose a reserve. In tiiis kind of pre-choice one is'concemed with

the freedom of a prior indifference. But your^conception of the

condition and the freedom of man is Imked to a certain definition

of the objective upon which I have a word to say; it is, indeed, upon

tliis idea of the world of objects as utilities diat you base everything

else. From an image of bemgs existmg ui discontinuity, yoi^ form

a g^cture of a discontinuous world of objects, in which there is no
causality, exceptmg that strange variety of causal relatedness whiclf

IS that of utility—passive, incomprehensible and contemptible.

Existential man stumbles about m a world of implements, of untidy

obstacles, entangled and piled up one upon another in a fantastic

desire to make them serve one anotlier, but all branded with the

stigma, so frightful in the eyes of idealists, of their so-called pure

exteriority. This implemental mode of determinism is, however,

a-causal. For where is die beginning or die end of such a world,

the definition ofwhich, moreover, is wholly arbitrary and in no way
agrees with the data ofmodem science? For us it neither hegms nor

ends anywhere, for the 'separation which the existentialist inflicts

upon It—'Separation from nature, or rather from the condition of
man—makes it unreal. There is one world and only one, in our

view, and the whole of diis world—both men and things, if you
must make that distinction—may be seen, in certain variable condi-

tions, under the sign of objectivity. The utility of stars, of anger, of a
flower? I will not argue about such things: but I maintain diat your
freedom, your idealism, is made out of an arbitrary contempt for

dungs. And yet dungs are very different from the description that

you give of them. You admit their existence in their own right,

and so fiit so good. But it is a purely privative existence, one of
permanent hostility. The physical and biological umverse is never,

m your eyes, a condition or a source of conditionmg—iliat word,
in Its full and practical sense, has no more meaning for you than has

the word “cause.” That is why the objective umverse is, for existential

man, nothing but an occasion ofvexation, a thing elusive, fundamen-
tally indifferent, a continual mere probability'—in shgrt, the very
opposite ofwhat it is to the Marxist materialist.

For all these reasons and for some others, you can only conceive

the commitment of philos'bphy as an arbitrary decision which you
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describe as ff:c. 'Yiwu denature histuVy, even that of Marx, when you
say that he has onfhneci a jihilosophy because lie was conmiitti'd to

it On the contrary; the coiinnitnieut, or rather the social and po’htical

action, was a determinant of his thinking m a more general sense.

It was out of a multiplicity of experiences that he distilled his

doctrines. It appears evident to me that die development of
philosophic tliuikmg in Marx took place m conscious connecdon
witli ^he development of polidcs and society. That is more or less

the case, moreover, with all previous plidosophers. Kant is a system-

®htic philosopher who is known to have refrained from all poKEcal

activity, but that does not mean that his plulosophy did not play

a certain pohtical rdle—Kant, the German Robespierre, as Heine
called him. And, even to the extent that one might admit, of the

epoch ofDescartes for example, that the development ofphilosophy
played no direct part in politics—which is however erroneous

—

it has become impossible to say so since the last century. In these

days to seek to re-estabhsh, in any form whatsoever, a position

anterior to Marxism—I call that going back to radical-socialism.

In so far as existentialism is engendering a will to revolution it

ought, therefore, to undertake fint of all a work of self-criticism

I do not think it will do diis very cheerfully, but it must be done.

It will have to undergo a ciisis in die persons of those who advocate

it—a dialectical crisis—if it is still to retain, in some sense, certain

positions not devoid ofvalue which are held by some ofits partisans.

That seems to me all die more necessary because I have noted that

some of them have been arguing from existentialism to social

conclusions that are most disquieting, indeed obviously retrograde.

One of them wrote, at the end of an analysis, diat phenomenology

could perform a special social service to-day, by providmg me
petite-bourgeoisie with a philosophy which would enable them to

live andjo become the vanguarcl of the international revolutionaiy

movement. By dus interpretation of conscientious intentions,

one could give the petite-bourgeoisie a philosophy corresponding

to its existence, and it could become the advance guard of the world-

revolutionary movement! I mennon this as an example, and I could

give you others of the same kmd, showmg that a certain number

of persons, who are moreover deeply committed, and find them-

selves much drawn to the existential theme, are beginning to elabor-

ate it into political theories. But after all, and here I come back .to,
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what I said at the bcginuing, tRese are theories |'olQU|ed with neo-

libefalism, widi neo-tadical-sociahstn. That is certainly a danger."

What chiefly interests^ us is not any research into the dialectical

coherence berween all the different grounds touched upon by

existentialism, but to see the orientation of thfse themes. For hide

by litdc, perhaps unknown to their defenders, and undertaken as an

enquiry, a theory, as an, attitude, they do lead to something. Not,

of course, to quietism; to talk ofquietism in the present epoclj would

be a losing game indeed, m fact an impossible one; but to somedimg
like ‘attentism.’i That may, perhaps, be not inconsistent wife

certain kinds of mdividual commitment; but it is inconsistent with

any search for a commitment of collective value—especially of a

prescriptive value. Why should existentialism not give any directions?

In the name of freedom^ But if this philosophy tends in the direction

indicated by Sartre, it ought to give directives. It ought, m 1945,

to tell us whether to join the U.D.S.R.,* or the Sociahst Party, the

Communist Party or another: it ought to say whether it is on the

side of the workers or on that of the pefite-bourgeoisie.

M. Sartre

It IS rather difScult to give you a complete answer. You have said

so many things. But I will try to reply to a few points that I have
noted down. First, I must say that you take up a dogmatic position.

You say that wc take up a position anterior to Marxism, that we are

advancing towards the rear. I consider tliat what you have to prove
is that the position we arc seeking to establish is not post-Marxian.

As to that I will not argue, but I would like to ask you how you come
by your conception of ‘the truth.’ You think there are some things

that are absolutely true, for you present your objections in the name
of a certitude. But if all men arc objects as you say, whence have
you suck a certitude. You say it is in the name of hutwiu dignity

that man refuses to rcgaid man as an object. That is false; it is for a

a The attendstes, as they were called, were those who neither

collaborated with the German occupation nor resisted it; but waited
(as they said), for the tune when the Allies would inva^fle and make
resistance more efficacious, or—^as their enemies said—waited to join

the wanning ^ide.

* Union Des SodahstesTkepublicains.
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reason of a pluilosayhic and logical c)rclcr: if you postulate a umverse
"of objects, truth disappears. The objective world is die world of
the probable. YOu ought to recognise that every theory, whrther
scientific or philosophic, is one of probability. The proof of tliis is

that scientific and Instorical dieses vary, and that they are made in

the form of hypodieses. If we admit that die objective world, the

world of the probable, is one, we have still no more than a world
of prol^abilities; and in that case since the probability depends upon
our having acquired some truths, whence conics the certitude?

0ur subjectivism allows us some certitudes, and we are thus enabled

to rejoin you upon the plane of the probable. We can thus justify

the dogmatism which you have demonstrated throughout your
discourse, diough it is incomprehensible from die posidon that you
take. If you do not define the truth, how can you conceive the

theory of Marx otherwise than as a doctrine which appears,

disappears, is modified and has no more than theoretical value?

How can one make a dialectic of history unless one begins by
postulating a certain number of rules? Wc deduce these from the

Cartesian cogito: wc can only find diem by placing ourselves firiiily

upon the ground of subjectivity. We have never disputed die fact

that, condnually, man is an object to man. But reciprocally, in order

to grasp the object as it is, there must be a subject which attains to

itself as subject.

Then, you speak of a condition of man, wJiich you somedmes
call a pre-condition, and you speak of pre-determiuadon. What
has escaped your nodee here, is that we adhere to much that is m
the Marxian descriptions. You cannot criticise me as you would
criticise the men of the eighteenth century, who were ignorant

of the whole question. We have known for a long time aU that you
have been telung us about determinism. For us the real problem

is to define conditions in which drcrc can be universality. Since there

is no human nature, how can one preserve, throughout the contmual

changes of history, umversal principles sufficient to interpret, for

instance, the phenomenon of Spartacus, which presupposes a mini-

mum understanding of that epoch? Wc arc in agreement upon this

point—that«diere is no human nature; iri other words, each epocJi

develops according to dialectical laws, and men depend upon
their epoch and not upon human nature.
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>hf:'NavilU

when you seek to yiterpret, you say: ‘‘This is so because we are

dealing with a particular situation ” For our part, we consider what is

analogous or ifferent in the social life of that epoch compared

with that of our own if on the other hand, we tried to analyse the

analogy itself as a function of some abstract hind, we should never

arrive at anydiing. If you suppose that, after two thousand years,

one has no means of analysing the present situation excepr certain

dteservations upon the condition of man in general, how could ojffi

conduct an analysis that was retrospective? One could not do it.

M. Sartre

We have never doubted the need for analysis either of human
conditions of of individual intentions. That which we call the

situation is, precisely, the whole of the conditions, not only material

but psycho-analytic, which, in the epoch under consideration, define

it^precisely a5 a whole.

M. Navilk

I do not beheve that your definition is in conformity with your
texts. Anyhow, it clearly appears that your conception of the situ-

ation is in no way identifiable, even remotely, with any Marxist

conception, in that it denies causahty. Your definition is not precise:

It often shps cleverly from one position to another, without clefining

cither in a sufficiently rigorous manner. For us, a situation is a totality

that is constructed, and diat reveals itself, by a whole series of deter-

mining factors, and these determinants are causal, including causality

of a statistical kmd.

M. Sartre

You talk to me about causality of a statistical order. That is

meaningless. Will you tell me, precisely and clearly, what you under-

stand by causahty? I will beheve in the Marxian causality upon the

very day when a Marxian explains it to me. Whenever anyone
speaks to you of freedom you spend your time in saying, “Excuse

me, but there is causahty.'*’ But of this sectef causahty, which has
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I
no meaning cjtcept*in Hegel, you can rl-ndcr no account. You hrive

a dream about the Marxian causality

M. Nai'iHe

Do you admit the exi.stence of scientific truth? There may he

spheres m which no kind of truth is predicable. But tlie world of

olyects-jf-this you will nevertheless admit, I hope—is the world wit^i

which me sciences are concerned. Yet for you, this is a world^
vfliich there are only probabilities, never amountmg to the trutO-

The world of objects, then, which is that of science, admits of no

absolute truth. But it does attam to relative truth Now, you t^dl

admit that die sciences employ die notion of causahty’

M. Sartre

Certainly not. The sciences aie abstr.act; they study the variatic>ns

of factors that are equally abstract, and not real causality. Wc
concerned with universal factors upon a plane where their relatid ts

can always be studied: whereas, in Marxism, one is engaged in iJie

study of a smglc totality, ui which one searches for cairsality. But it

is not at all the same tiling as scientific causality.

M. Nai'ille

You gave an example, and developed it at length—diat of a young

man who came to consult you.

M. Sartre

Was it not a question of freedom?

M. Naville

He ought to have been answered. I would have endeavoured to

ascertain what were his capabilities, his age, his financial resources;

and to look into his relation to his modier. Perhaps I should ha^e

pronounced iT merely probable opinion, but I would most certaiidy

have tned to arrive at a definite point ofview, though it might ha^^

been proved wrong when acted upon. Most certainly I would ha^e

urged him to do somethmg.
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‘‘AiF. Sartre

ifhe comes to ask ynur advice, it is because he has already chosen

the answer. Practically, I should have been very well able to give

him some advice. But as he was seeking freeSbm I wanted to let

him decide. Besides, I knew what he was gomg to do, and that is

what he did.
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